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Abstract  
Taking from Pakistan State Bank case, this article initially elaborates and critically discusses collateral (in conventional term) and Islamic collateral (rahn). In conventional banking, collateral traditionally refers to secured lending (also known as asset-based lending). Since possession is pre-requisite for binding of the contract, the charge can be registered in this regard to the regulating authority. Third party charge registration in this regard will not be entertained until the debtor scrutinizes it with registration. We argue that it is allowed for a creditor to take one asset as collateral from two debtors and this asset will be considered from both debtors as rahn. Since one single asset is considered from both debtors, the creditor may hold the asset until his whole debt would be paid off. Although this research happens in Pakistan, the case of collateral and rahn can be academic precedence in Islamic global world.
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Introduction

Much has theoretically analyzed the effect of trust disagreements on asset prices and financial contracts. The central feature of this model situates in the case of the traders borrow through selling collateral contracts to lenders who do not share the same opinions. In particular, the lenders do not value the collateral as much as the borrowers do, which represents an endogenous borrowing constraint. It has been considered the effect of this constraint in the types of collateral contracts that are available for trade (Mohamed Imtiyaz, Kassim, & Harun, 2017). Moreover, it has examined the law of mortgages in Tanzania following the enactment of new land laws, in particular the Land Act 1999 (Mwita & Yan, 2011). In this study, the statutory regime introduced by the Land Act, among others, has examined what the Act sought to address, its weakness and achievement (Carneiro-Da-Cunha, et al, 2015).

Another case, Lariba mortgage financing, has been feasible in the United States conducting strategically to satisfy the laws of the sharia and those of the United States (Elkhatib & Gaunaurd, 2012; Nayeem, Shiliwala, & Shiliwala, 2009). The initial market for Lariba mortgage refers to that of the Lariba Puritans accumulated a sizeable down payment but is not able to afford the full price (Tomura, 2018). The market size has crudely estimated to be 7,500 households in the US (Centre, 2010). Involvement with the community on the grassroots level has provided the safest way to finance and put in effect the “know your client” rule. Long-term (15 or 30-year mortgages) may offer the buyer an easy monthly payment but it also indirectly enhances the clients going deeper in debt. It has the responsibility of the Lariba banker to rid people of debt in order to live free (Ahiadorme, Gyeke-Dako, & Abor, 2018). The Lariba helps pay off the debt faster. It has the most suitable in the American mobile society that changes residences or refines once every 5 to 8 years (Pardina,
Laws of Collateral in Today’s World


Collateral simply defines a borrower gives to a creditor to guarantee repayment of a loan (Bian, Lin, & Liu, 2018). This security may be in the form of a mortgage on real estate, physical property such as consumer goods and business inventories, stocks and bonds, negotiable instruments, bills of lading, or certain intangible properties such as patents and copyrights (Abdul, 2010). It has usually necessary to supply some kind of collateral in business transactions, especially when loans being made by banks or other financial institutions (Al-Salim, 2009). If the borrower should default—that is, fail to repay the loan on time—the creditor may sell the collateral to recover the monies due (Grewal & Sharma, 1991). Banks must also be careful to lend the money to people and firms that are creditworthy—meaning they will be able to repay the loans.

The diversity of cases regarding the collateral have initially stimulated the authors to have discussed the problem of collateral from an Islamic perspective. This article do reviews how the collateral actually looks like from the opinions of four famous *madzab* in Islam. This paper argues that although the four schools of thought have different opinions, but substantially collateral problems cannot be separated from the regional/context regarding the law. In the ensuing section, the authors have discussed it further in the light of Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’i and Hanbali, while it in turn have been followed discussing on contractual, debtor abstention, the contingent and rented property of *rahn*.

**Four Madzab on Rahn**

Imam Hanafi wrote, “To hold valuable thing enables to fulfill the obligation/right wholly or partially due to right like physical or
constructive debts/liability” (Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.,). In the light of aforementioned definition, according to Hanafi School, it denotes that “to hold” means due to somehow reason; and whether grasped thing is valuable or not, or whether the reason of holding is due to debt or other than that. It may be said that the basic purpose of rahn is to ascertain debts to be paid back off. Furthermore, custodian of rahn can be lender or trusted third party. “Valuable” signifies any sort of thing that has worth but the exceptions are unpurified, impurity, contaminated with haram and usufruct. “Obligation/right” means the right is obligated or incurred due to financial debt not other than that. “Enable to fulfil” denotes that it can fulfil and pay off the liability. Any liability other than that like punishment of death, oath, right of preemption and all those liabilities which are nonfinancial are not allowed to be collateralized in sake of them. However, to fulfil someone’s financial right has two types: physical fulfillment and constructive fulfillment (Adelino, Schoar, & Severino, 2018).

Physical fulfillment is the fulfilment in which the foreclosure occurs (Abidin & Amin, 1992); while constructive fulfilment refers to the fulfilment in which the collateral asset has demolished or destroyed in the custody of mortgagee of trusted third party (Haidar, n.d.). “Wholly or partially” is evident in the case of physical fulfilment of collateral asset would be sold out and its price would compensate the lender. There is a little bit of detail in constructive fulfilment. The collateral asset is more than or equal to the value of debt, in doing so in case of destruction/demolish of the asset is called wholly constructive fulfilment (Giambona, Mello, & Riddiough, 2018). The collateral asset which less than the value of debt, in case of destruction/demolish of the asset in the custody of mortgagee or trusted third party, would be called partially constructive fulfilment (Abidin & Amin, 1992). “Like debt/liability” implies collateral can be taken against only debts not substance that cannot be compensated except
the condition that would become the constructive debt (to be described) (Abidin & Amin, 1992).

“Physical or constructive” suggests that there are two types of debts in according to Hanafi’s opinion. Debt payable inward and outward, meaning that any debt which is mandatory apparently and insidious is to be paid against the subject matter has been purchased by the buyer, outstanding debts and payable rent (Ahiadorme et al., 2018). Debt payable inward not outward, stating to price of the subject matter owned by other than seller, price of slaughtered animal and later found that it was already dead. Debt not payable at spot despite the cause of obligatory occurs, such as rahn, is kept in sake of rent prior to enjoy the usufruct of hired thing (Giambona et al., 2018). As described earlier, constructive debt occurs after demolishing of any value either from reciprocal or non-reciprocal. Snatched thing subject matter possessed via void transaction so it can be demanded against all of the above instances (Abidin & Amin, 1992).

According to Imam Maliki, “To spend what is transacted/ having uncertainty by the one who is entitled for, for sake of surety due to payable debts.”(Al-Kharashi, 1988). Comparing it to Imam Shafi’is, “To make any valuable thing, as surety to pay the debts off, can compensate borrower in case of any foreclosure (Al-Sharbin & al-Khatib, 1995). While imam Hanbali wrote, “Rendering any valuable as assurance to pay off debts, for compensation in case of default of mortgagor” (Al-Sharbin & al-Khatib, 1995). The Prophet Muhammad gave precedence on this case; as narrated by Aisha, she said that, once the Prophet purchased some edible things (barley) from a Jew on deferred payment and gave his armour (shield made of iron) to him as collateral (Bukhari, 1992). It deems that the deferred sale is permissible as the Apostle purchased on deferred basis. It is permissible to take collateral against any debt. It is also permitted to deal with non-Muslim as denoted in hadith although it is absolute that their sources of
income are contaminated with haram sources. To collateralize arms and weapon at non-Muslim is also permitted (Giambona et al., 2018). However, arm, weapon, ammunition, any assistance and all other instruments which would be hazardous for Muslim has strictly been prohibited.

Anas, a companion of the Prophet, told that the Apostle said, “The charges will be borne by the one who takes benefit from the collateral camel and the expenses would be bear that drinks milk of halal mammals” (Bukhari, 1992). In the light of above hadith, it may some highlight points. It depicts that the borrower may use his collateral asset. All capital expenditures are borne by borrower. Only borrower is allowed to enjoy the benefits of collateral assets. In case of lender enjoys the benefits, it would be interest and has strictly prohibited. Said bin Musayab, in addition, said that the Prophet said, “… (to be précised) it is not allowed to abstain the borrower from attaining benefits of the collateral assets hold by lender, because the one who bears the loss has a ultimate right to enjoy the benefits of the same” (al-Shafi‘i, n.d.). Only owner of collateral is allowed to take benefit from *rahn*. Lender is not allowed to take any benefit from the same. In case of destruction of *rahn*, loss will be borne by owner the borrower. Whatever profit/increase in *rahn* is owned by borrower and the loss will be borne by him as well.

Jabir also told that the prophet Muhammad said, “Who will kill Kaab bin Malik as he teased the almighty Allah and His Prophet?” Muhammad bin Salma said, “I will do it,” so he went to his villa (accompanied with his friends) and said to Kaab bin Malik that, “We want to keep some kind of collateral in your custody.” In response, Kaab said, “… but you keep your women in our custody.” They said, “How is it possible, you are the most beautiful person in Arab.” Kaab said, “Then keep your children in my custody.” They said, how it is possible, thence everyone would curse us, and so we will keep some arm as collateral in your custody.” Abu Hurairah
added that the Prophet said that mortgagee can enjoy the benefit of *rahn* up to the proportion of expenses borne by mortgagee regarding to keep the *rahn* in its actual sense and essence. Mortgagee can take benefit up to the proportion of his expenditures incurred due to keep it in his custody and maintain its essence as it is (Tomura, 2018).

For Hanbali School, mortgagee may enjoy the benefit of *rahn* with or without consultation of mortgagor in case of expenditures incurred and borne by him. The majority of jurists are of opinion that it has strictly prohibited to enjoy the benefit of mortgaged (*rahn*). This hadith has against the analogy due to two reasons: usufruct enjoyment by mortgagee is rendered valid and instead of related to the price, *rahn* being guaranteed with related to expenditure incurred and borne by mortgagee. This hadith has also against the unanimous declaration as well as authentic hadiths one of them describes the non-permissibility of enjoying the usufruct of an asset without the permission of its owner. The collation among all hadiths may describe as while the mortgagor denies to borne expenditures of *rahn* regarding its looking after, the mortgagee will bear the expenditures and reimburse the amount up to his expenditures by taking benefit from *rahn*. Hence the amount borne by mortgagee will be reimbursed. Moreover, as bearing expenses of collateralized asset (*rahn*) is the responsibility of mortgagor and the assurance of debt payment is the right of mortgagee, in doing so the expenditures can be borne by mortgagee and in return the benefit and usufruct up to his expenditure will be enjoyed by him as like the case of a wife whose husband doesn’t give her *nafqah* she may take it without the consent of his husband as his agent.

**Contractual Parties of Rahn**

Borrower can be more than one that two borrower may collateralize one asset or more than one whether these assets are same in genre or not.
In this scenario, the one who owned greater part of the asset will be lender and the shorter will be borrower (Punzi & Rabitsch, 2018). It is permissible because to collateralize an un-owned property with the consent of actual owner is allowed (Cipriani, Fostel, & Houser, 2018). Moreover, the debts against which collateral is going to be kept in the custody of lender by both parties are of different in nature, genre and classification or not (Ahiadorme et al., 2018). On the other hand, the causal effects are different or not, for example, one party’s debt is due to purchase of a commodity whereas the other one is due to rental agreement.

Hanafi School argues that commonage (shuyu') in state of various collateral assets are in the possession of a borrower not in collateral assets and to be possessed by one’s own is an evidence. The ownership and possession is for single entity and is like one asset is collateralized to single lender (Giambona et al., 2018). If the lenders are more than one, it is also a single entity like castigation/penalty imposed for more than one person and no commonage regarding individual (Hussain & Ali, 2017). Moreover, the collateral asset is related to a single contract and purpose of collateral (to hold against the debt for assurance to pay it back) is also a single entity (Mohamed Imtiyaz et al., 2017). In doing so, two conditions must be fulfilled, single mode contract, two borrowers make their asset collateralize to one lender altogether. If there isn’t a single contract then it is not permissible (Punzi & Rabitsch, 2018). No partially collateral; it is not permissible to collateralize an asset by two borrowers ascribing that half of the asset is from one borrower and rest is from another (Niinimäki, 2018). In conclusion, commonage in collateralized asset will void the contract in according to Hanafi School.

Other three Schools define that majority of jurists allow commonage considering the partial as another contract (Al-Tanukhi, 1902; Rushd, 1993; Jurjani, 1878; al-Shāfi‘ī, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994; Al-Sharbini &
Another point should be discussed that in a case when half of the debt has been paid, is it allowed to acquire redemption of half of the collateral asset as well as whether the whole asset would be collateralized against the rest of debt till payment or the half collateralized asset is allowed to be redeemed. Majority of jurists (Al-Tanukhi, 1902; Rushd, 1993; Jurjani, 1878; al-Shāfi‘ī, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Mardawi, 1994; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Mardawi, 1957; Al-Bahwti, n.d.; Al-Bahuti, n.d.) allow redemption of the half portion and the other part will remain in the custody of lender till payment. The reason behind it as mentioned that commonage is allowed. So as is allowed at the time of execution same is allowed at the time of retirement/completion provided to fulfill the following condition. If there are various creditors but the reason to become debtor is same: such as acquiring loan by two partners from two lenders, the aforementioned detail is allowed. If the reasons are different and loans were acquired in different contract then the aforementioned detail will not be allowed.

Hanafi School claims that it is not allowed the partial redemption in case of half payment of debts and the whole collateral assets will remain encumbered against the rest of debts whether those assets are divisible or non-divisible. The reason behind it is, according to Hanafi School, the whole transaction has been a single contract and to distinguish among them heralds the loss of lender/creditor. Moreover, as the discrimination has not been allowed at the time of execution of the contract the same is not allowed at the time of retirement by paying debts off partially (Al-Sarakhsi & Ahmad, 1978; Kasani, n.d.; Al-Marghinani, 1990 Al-Hanafi, n.d.; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Mardawi, 1957). In a case of various debtors, if a debtor who has paid his debt off and wants redemption, it is allowed provided to fulfill the condition that no loss or damage will be borne by creditor(s). If creditor(s)
has to bear loss or any damage, the partially redemption will not permissible and the debtor who has paid his debt off, his allocation will be considered as trust in the custody of creditor(s).

**Debtor’s Abstention and Termination of Rahn**

If *rahn* is conditional in the sale or lease contract and debtor denies collateralizing any asset, there is a difference of opinion. For majority of the jurists, it is neither allowed to compel debtor to collateralize asset to creditor nor is allowed to the third party. The reason behind it is, *rahn* is a non-commutative contract and there is no compulsion in this regard but the creditor has both option, whether to execute the contract or not. Furthermore, this option is conferred because the creditor was agreed to execute the contract on those conditions in which his/its debts would be secured but now, the debt is not secured and it is like discrepancy and the option is granted in case of any loss to be suffered by any of them (Haidar, n.d.; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; al-Shāfi‘ī, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994; Al-Mardawi, 1957). Maliki School argues, on the aforementioned scenario, one can compel debtor to collateralize the notorious asset identified at the time of execution of contract. If there is no identification of asset for collateral then the collateral must be able to fulfillment the requirement of serving of debts. In case of denial, the creditor will have the right to decline (Jurjani, 1878; Al-Hattab, 1992).

It has been described in the aforementioned detail that prior to the possession of creditor, the borrower has a right to redeem it whether it is with mutual consent or not. Disposition made by debtor: if a debtor (borrower) makes some dispositions with or without consent of creditor, such as sale of asset (Giambona et al., 2018), gift, charity or donation, giving as dower, conditioned divorce, prize, rental and another *rahn*. These all types of contract in which the asset would move out from the
ownership of debtor will void *rahn* contract owing to be unable of debtor to fulfillment the possession of asset in the custody of creditor, according to majority of the jurists (Ahmed, Vveinhardt, & Ahmad, 2016). The *rahn* contract will be void and other contract will be executed whether the agreement of lending money is contingent or not but the creditor has a right to accept or decline it.

For Maliki School, *rahn* contract is binding right after the execution of offer and acceptance and debtor will be compelled to fulfil the contract; while the debtor has sold out the asset without the consent of creditor. If the *rahn* contract was optional after sale contract execution, the sale contract will be valid and will the consideration be supposed to be *rahn* or not, there is difference of opinion in Maliki jurists. If the *rahn* contract was conditional that debtor must give his asset as *rahn* to the creditor in case of deferred sale or advancing loan, it will be segregated into two types. If *rahn*, which is conditional in transaction, but not identified like a deferred sale transaction is executed or lending a loan and after the transaction buyer or debtor sells the *rahn*. In this scenario, the consideration received by him will be considered as *rahn*. If the *rahn* asset is identified but prior to execution of this contract, seller sells the asset or lending the loan (Bian et al., 2018). In this scenario, sale contract will be valid and *rahn* contract will be void.

It is appropriate to mention that deferred sale or lending money contract is contingent with the condition that this contract must be accompanied with *rahn* and debtor sells the asset, the creditor, in this regard, can either accept or decline (Saleh & Salsabila, 2018). Any one of both parties becomes insane, frenzy, dies or compelled due to stupidity prior to the possession of *rahn*, there are difference of opinion among the jurists (Mikail, Kasri, Elatrash, & Adewale, 2018).
For Hanafi School, the *rahn* contract would be void due to above-mentioned circumstances. On the other hand, this sort of contracts is permissible and all permissible contracts become void amid these situations. However, the creditor may either accept or decline (Kasani, n.d.; Al-Marginini, 1990; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.). According to Shafi’i and Hanbali School, despite the above-mentioned detail, the *rahn* contract is valid although it is an optional contract but it becomes obligatory by making analogy on optional sale contract, whether the *rahn* contract was conditional or optional. Moreover, if debtor afflicts with one of the aforementioned circumstances, his caretaker or guardian will stand in place of him.

As a result, if these circumstances occur from the side of debtor, and there is a benefit in execution of sale contract, the contract will be executed or else the contract would be declined (Mikail, Kasri, Elatras, & Adewale, 2018). On the other hand, if these are form creditor’s side, his guardian will be in place of him with the consent of debtor but without his consent, the debtor will not be compelled but creditor has both rights accept as well as decline provided that *rahn* contract would be obligatory (al-Shāfī’i, 1990; Al-Sharbin & al-Khatib, 1995; Qudamah, 1996); Al-Bahwiti, n.d.; Al-Bahuti, n.d.). As far as the demise of one of the parties, their guardian would be in place of him but no compulsion on their heirs regarding execution of the contract and in case of refusal of debtor’s successor, the creditor’s successor has both options in a case the *rahn* contract was compulsory (Ahiadorme et al., 2018). Furthermore, there are various creditors other than that, the debtor’s successor has no right to keep the asset as *rahn* due to intermingle with others’ right in that asset except a case in which all other creditors agree to keep as *rahn* to that creditor.
According to Maliki School (Al-Tanukhi, 1902; Rushd, 1993; Jurjani, 1878; Al-Hattab, 1992), the *rahn* contract will be terminated in all the aforementioned circumstances occurred on debtor prior to the possession of creditor, whereas, creditor will have both right in all of the scenarios. Banned due to default: if debtor becomes defaulter prior to taking possession of *rahn* by creditor and other creditors demand their debts to be paid off, the *rahn* contract would become void and there is no option for debtor to give delivery of *rahn* asset to the creditor because as identification of the creditor and the debtor, meanwhile, is not entitled to specify any one of his creditors for payment (Tomura, 2018). On the other hand, the creditor has right (other than Maliki School) either to accept it or decline if the *rahn* contract was contingent at the time of debt initiation. The Malaki School has an opinion as same as the aforementioned in both cases whether it is due to negligence of creditor in taking possession of the asset or not and whether it is conditional or not. Moreover, the *rahn* contract will be valid in case of default of creditor and being banned.

Demise of parties: if debtor dies prior to taking the possession of *rahn* by creditor, there is the inverse of opinion among four Schools. According to majority of the jurists, *rahn* contract will be void right after the death of debtor prior the possession of *rahn* by creditor and there will be no right of debtor, in his death’s disease, to deliver *rahn* asset to creditor due to intermingle of his debt with other creditors’ debts except having the consent of all other creditors (Niinimäki, 2018). However, the creditor will have both right either accept or execute that agreement on which the *rahn* was supposed to be taken or decline. On the other hand, the *rahn* contract will be valid even in case of default of creditor (Kasani, n.d.; Al-Marghinani, 1990; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.). According to Shafi’i School, in the above mentioned scenario the *rahn* contract will be valid and the debtor has an authority to identify some creditors for payment (al-Shāfi‘i, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994).
It has two scenarios on circumstances of *rahn* asset. Prior to the possession of *rahn* asset, if the asset becomes faulted, there is indifference of opinion among the jurists are as follow: According to majority of the jurists, the contract will not be void, however, the creditor has both right either to accept the agreement for which the *rahn* was supposed to keep or decline (Kasani, n.d.; Al-Marginhani, 1990; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.; Qudamah, 1968; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Mardawi, 1957; Al-Bahwti, n.d.; Al-Bahuti, n.d.). According to Shafi’i School, the contract would be void due to fault, however, the creditor has both right either to accept the agreement for which the *rahn* was supposed to keep or decline (al-Shāfi‘ī, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994). Destruction of *rahn* asset: the *rahn* contract would devoid due to the destruction of the asset in according to unanimous declaration of four Schools. In either cases—prior to possession or after—because after the possession the contract would be void and prior would be void especially (al-Shāfi‘ī, 1999; Al-Mawardi, 1994; Al-Mardawi, 1957; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Bahwti, n.d.).

**Rahn of Debt and Rahn of Rented Hired**

It means that any debt, whether originated due to sale or purchase contract or advancing loan, is to be kept as *rahn*. It has two types as: *rahn* of debt on lender is to be kept by borrower against the debt of lender on borrower. For example: Mr. A (borrower) has to pay $100 to Mr. B (lender) and Mr. B has to give 100kg of wheat to Mr. A. Mr. A keeps his debt (100kg of wheat) as *rahn* to B against the debt (payment of $100) obligated on Mr. A to Mr. B. *rahn* of debt on third party is to be kept by borrower against the debt of lender on borrower. For example: Mr A (borrower) has to pay $100 to Mr B (lender) and Mr C has to give 100kg of wheat to Mr A. Mr A keeps his debt (100kg of wheat) which is obligated on Mr C as *rahn* to B against the debt (payment of $100) obligated on
Mr A to Mr B. In the light of aforementioned details, the four jurists are indifference of opinion.

According to majority of the jurists, both kind of rahn of debt is not allowed (Kasani, n.d.; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.; al-Shāfi‘ī, 1990; Al-Mawardi, 1994; Al-Sharbini & al-Khatib, 1995; Al-Bahwți, n.d.), because of the reasons that; a) The possession on this type of rahn is not possible; b) There is an ambiguity leads to dispute between the parties; c) It is just an evidence of right, obligated on another, that cannot be possessed; owing to aforementioned reasons, this sort of debt cannot be rahn. However, an exceptional case is there that if the debt is originated at the end of the contract, it can be rahn. For example, borrower sells his property which is encumbered as rahn with the prior consent of lender on the condition that whatever the consideration will be received in this regard would be considered as rahn.

According to Maliki, one citation of Shafi‘i and Hanbali School, both kind of rahn is valid, because Maliki jurists validates the sale of debts so is the rahn and the debt is tantamount to goods (valuable specs). Moreover, according to Maliki jurists, the basic condition for validation of this sort of rahn of debt originated in the virtue of sale contract or other than sale, the maturity of rahn of debt is the same as against rahn of debt to be kept or more than it (Al-Tanukhi, 1902; Jurjani, 1878; Al-Hattab, 1992), otherwise the contract of this kind of rahn would be void. The reason is that, if the maturity is less than the maturity against which this rahn of debt being kept, it will originate advancing loan in case of debt originated due to borrowing and lending. On the other hand, it will originate the interminglement of debt and sale agreement and both kind of agreement are void agreement. Furthermore, the status of possession has been discussed earlier (Al-Tanukhi, 1902; Jurjani, 1878; Al-Hattab, 1992).
If a rented or trusted property is kept as *rahn* by the owner to tenant or trustee or other then them, it is allowed with the difference of opinion as below. According to Hanafi School, if both parties agree with their mutual consent on *rahn* contract then the other contracts such as leasing or trust will be void as the congregation of two type of contract is not allowed (Kasani, n.d.; Abidin & Amin, 1992; Haidar, n.d.). According to Maliki School, if the *rahn* is kept to other than lessee or trustee, it is allowed provided that lender must identify himself beyond any other entity and the tenant would become agent of lender regarding taking possession (Jurjani, 1878; Al-Hattab, 1992; Rushd, 1993). According to Shafi’i and Hanbali School, if *rahn* is kept to tenant or trustee, it will have both entities the tenant as well as the creditor (lender) and there is no contravention in compounding of being tenant and creditor in a single entity. If *rahn* is kept other than either (tenant or trustee) prior to the mutual consent of creditor, it is allowed, otherwise (without consent of creditor) if there is the consent of tenant the rental agreement would be void and without the consent of tenant would void the *rahn* contract.

As far as the trust deed concern, as this sort of agreement is non-binding, so it will be void as the *rahn* contract executes. Moreover, as far as the possession is concerned, the possession of *rahn* befalls substitutionary under the possession of rental of trust in a case where the creditor and tenant or trustee is the same entity in according to majority of the jurists. However, according to Shafi’i School, a considerable span of time must past for the sake of valid possession. On the other hand, if the tenant or trustees are other than creditor, the same detail will apply as mentioned earlier.
Conclusion

Rahn contract is executed after offer and acceptance, the one who initiates the contract is called offer and the other one who accepts it is called acceptance. Rahn contract is not binding any more until the possession kept by creditor, that means prior to possession this contract remains unbinding on both parties. Rahn contract is the contract which is executed for assurance and guarantee for the debt created or to be created on debtor. In case of unable to pay or default, the rahn asset would be sold out in the market and the price received against it would be compensated to creditor. Whatever is higher will be returned to debtor and on the other hand, in case of amount not to compensate wholly, the debtor will be accounted for. In case the rahn asset is borrowed to third party and debtor becomes defaulter, the market price of the asset, if sold and compensated to creditor, will be paid by debtor to third party.

Possession of asset means, creditor takes it in custody physically and all rights belonged to debtor will remain same except right to use and dispose of prior to the consent of creditor. Since possession is pre-requisite for binding of the contract, the charge can be registered in this regard to the regulating authority. Third party charge registration in this regard will not be entertained until the debtor scrutinizes it with registration. It is allowed for a creditor to take one asset as collateral (rahn) from two debtors and this asset will be considered from both debtor as rahn. Since one single asset is considered from both debtors, the creditor may hold the asset until his whole debt would be paid off.

It is allowed for two creditors to hold one asset from one debtor who is payable to two parties and this asset will be representative from both debts. If an asset is kept as rahn to two creditors from one debtor, the whole asset will remain under pledged until the whole debt has been paid and half or its portion up to its payment, will not be redeemed if the half debt has been paid. In case of mortgage, all creditors would be compensated
either on first ranking charge or joint *pare-paso* charge according to their charge registration. One creditor will register the charge and would be given a registration number and after that, it’s all charges will be registered under the same given number. Acquisition of *rahn* asset can be more than its amount in a single contract and in case of more than one creditors, the same will be considered as *rahn* for all of the debts taken or initiated by various creditors.

In commonness of *rahn*, it is contingent that the asset which is supposed to be kept as *rahn* must have an ability of being subject matter in sale or purchase contract like existence, valuable, deliverable etc. so, what can be subject matter can be *rahn* as well. Moreover, since subject matter can be sold out besides having in the joint ownership of partners the same as in the case of *rahn*. In the domain of *rahn*, everything which is considered an integral part of asset will be included in the contract of *rahn*. If debt is collateralized as *rahn*, handing over the evidence of receivable will be considered as taking possession. Endorsement of debt as *rahn* is allowed subject to the written evidence as required by regulating authority. A periodical entitlement will be reserved for creditor regarding the *rahn* asset and all expenses related to its safety will be borne by creditor.
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